Valene Campbell Teachers’ Guide

When the Germlins invade Planet Earth,
they attack people and make them sick.
The mayor of Niceville announces a
lockdown – no school, no work, no going
outside! Zoe is upset because a lockdown
means no summer holidays. When she
accidentally activates a powerful
forcefield that keeps the Germlins away
from her, she just may save the summer
after all. Inspired by The Amazing Zoe
Defeats the Germie Germlins, here are
some engaging activities you may
complete with your class to build their
knowledge of health and safety.

Be Safe, Not Sorry!

Ages 4-6 activity

After Zoe washed her hands, she
realized that she was protected by a
magical forcefield (page 22). Explain to
students that washing our hands is one
way to keep us healthy and safe, but
there are more! Challenge students to
brainstorm as many ways as possible to
be healthy and safe. Complete the
“Healthy and Safe Behaviors” cut and
sort activity to evidence this learning!
The Amazing Zoe
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Skills Developed

In this activity, students must use what
they have learnt from the text to
distinguish between healthy and safe
behaviors and unhealthy and unsafe
behaviors. This expands their
knowledge of science but also their
personal and social responsibility to the
community!
Materials

o
o

Healthy and Safe Behaviors worksheet
Pencil/Glue stick/Scissors
○
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4. Model how to complete
the “Healthy and Safe
Behaviors” cutting and
sorting activity. Before
cutting the pictures out, go
through each image with the
class one by one and get
them to repeat after you e.g.
This is a mask. Say ”mask.”
Then, begin cutting out the
images one at a time. Think
aloud to show where you
might stick the picture e.g.
This is a dirty hand. I know
that Zoe was protected from
the Germlins when she
washed her hands. This
means this is an unhealthy
and unsafe behavior.

1. Read ”The
Amazing Zoe Defeats
the Germie Germlins”
to the class. Get the
students to turn and
talk with the person
next to them. Write
the question on the
board – what does
“healthy” and “safe”
mean? Share together as a class
what these terms mean and
write this on the whiteboard.
This will build students’ text
specific vocabulary.
2. Reflect on Page 15 of the
text and discuss with the class what was the problem in the
story? What did it lead to? Ask
students why there is no school,
no work and no going outside?
Use this page to model aloud a
time when you weren’t allowed
to go outside and how that
made you feel.

5. Cut and stick a few images
onto the worksheet with the
students suggesting where it
may go.
6. Distribute the worksheets
to all the students. The
students are to use scissors
and a glue stick to sort the
healthy and safe behaviors
from the unhealthy and
unsafe behaviors.

3. Explain to the class that the
author is trying to teach us
something in this book. What is it?
Students are to discuss with a
partner the author’s message. Share
as a class what the author’s
message of the story is and use this
as an opportunity to link it with the
worksheet activity e.g. “This is
why we need to work out what is
healthy and safe!
The Amazing Zoe
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Early finishers can write a
small reflection in their
workbook about the author’s
message using the sentence
“I will be healthy by…”
○
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2. Refer to the book to
discuss with the class the
following prompting
questions:
Ø How did the Germlins
make people sick?
Ø Why did the Germie
Germlins spread so
quickly?
Ø How did Zoe help stop
the spread of the Germie
Germlins?

Stop the Spread!

Ages 7-9 activity

When Zoe worked out that washing
her hands was key to stopping the
Germlins, she ran to Mayor
Bluebottom to inform him of her
discovery. This led to Mayor
Bluebottom spreading the message
and making people aware of how
they could be healthy and safe!
(page 26-27). Explain to students
that it is our responsibility to share
important information with the
people around us, especially if it
keeps us safe! Challenge students
to create a poster that will spread
awareness of healthy and safe
behaviors to protect people from a
virus.

3. Explain to the students
that they will be designing
their own poster to display at
home, their neighborhood,
school or local community.
This poster will be about
how to keep us healthy and
safe from a catching a virus,
just like Zoe did!

Skills Developed

4. Model how to create an
engaging poster using the
poster template. Guide the
discussion about healthy and
safe behaviors and
record/draw them in the
appropriate boxes. Tell
students to use a catchy title!

In this activity, students learn the
responsibilities they have to their
community and the people around
them. It also teaches elements of a
persuasive text to students.
Materials

o
o

Poster worksheet
Pencils/Glue stick/Scissors

Students may work with a
partner to create their poster,
if they are struggling. They
should focus on drawing
pictures rather than writing
but they must include labels!

1. Read to students the text and ask
them to make text-to-self connections
on a time they were sick, they had to
stay at home or couldn’t go to school.
The students can use the sentence
starter “This reminds me of a time…”
The Amazing Zoe
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About the Author
Valene is the Founder and Managing
Director of a home health care agency that
provides in-home rehabilitation and
medical support across the Greater Toronto
Area. With a Masters of Physical Therapy
degree from Howard University, she brings
over 20 years of cumulative healthcare
industry experience. Valene has a passion
and hands-on approach to health & wellness. She has created various
wellness initiatives for families ranging from school-age children to
seniors in the areas of disease prevention and their management.

A Message From Valene
I absolutely LOVE storytelling. My mission is to create a temporary
escape through engaging plots that are filled with laughter, vivid
imagination, and an intentional message. My stories are fictional, yet
they incorporate true events and educational elements, by making
them applicable to everyday life. My work is created with children in
mind, designed to be memorable and enjoyable for the young and the
young at heart.
For more Valene Campbell activities and information, visit:
https://www.valenecampbell.com/
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